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At Spencer’s appearance, everyone in Dunley Group breathed a sigh of relief. He was like a tranquilizer.
Anywhere he appeared, there was nothing that he could not deal with!

“Fourth Master!”

“Master Spencer!”

At once, the crowd gave way and bowed respectfully to the middle- aged man who entered the building.

With a calm face and his hands behind his back, Spencer walked through the crowd before stopping two
meters in front of Philip. He first glanced at Winston who was already in a sorry state before scrutinizing

Philip.

Silence!

Everyone was as quiet as a dormouse!

They were all looking at Spencer.

Philip frowned and raised his eyebrows slightly, looking at the middle-aged man in front of him.

Sure enough, as Maia said, Spencer Dunley had the air of a literati. He looked very elegant. Could such a
person be the initiator of the Dunley family’s reform?

Maia was nervous as well. Although she had met Spencer once before, it was only in passing. Now that she

was meeting Spencer like this, she realized that he was indeed not an ordinary person.



The rumors surrounding the two lords of the Dunley family carried some truth.

She bent down slightly and whispered to Philip, “Young Master, he’s Spencer Dunley, the second person in
power of the Dunley family, next to Sterling Dunley, the patriarch of the Dunley family. However, in many
ways, he also has earth defying means. Spencer is not a simple person. You shouldn’t be impulsive. Let’s wait
until the people arranged by Butler Thomas arrive before making any further moves.”

Philip did not speak but looked at the other party calmly.

Spencer also withdrew his scrutinizing gaze. With a smile, he said, “Young Master Clarke, I’m sorry. This
matter is the fault of our Dunley family and my lack of discipline. I hope Young Master Clarke can bear with

me. I’ve brought along Homer Dunley and his son, as well as Milo Dunley.”

Hiss!

Instantly, everyone standing on the first floor of Dunley Group was dumbfounded!

This was Spencer Dunley, the second person in power of the Dunley family. At this moment, he was lowering
himself in front of Philip!

This was explosive news!

If word of this got out, what kind of uproar would it cause?

Many people were puzzled and looked at Philip with bewilderment. Did this young man have an unusual
background?

Even Spencer Dunley had to humble himself!



At the same time, a group of fully armed bodyguards walked in through the door. They brought a few people

along with them.

Thud!

Three people knelt on the floor directly. They were none other than Homer and his son, as well as Milo.

Spencer stood at the side with a smile, saying, “Young Master Clarke, please feel free. I have brought them to

you and you can do as you please. My Dunley family will not intervene.”

At this moment, Homer, his son, and Milo were kneeling on the floor while trembling all over. They never
imagined that Spencer’s personal guards would go to Flower City and escort them here!

Moreover, it was none other than Philip Clarke sitting in front of them.

The person who was sprawled on the floor and in a miserable state was none other than their backer, Winston

Dunley, the family head of Flower City. In a flash, the three of them understood that they had provoked an

invincible and terrifying existence!

Even Spencer dared not easily mess with this existence.

“Young Master Clarke, please spare our lives. We were wrong and ignorant. Please give us a way out.” Homer
immediately bowed his head and begged.

Hector also panicked as he trembled all over and shouted, “Young Master Clarke, I was wrong. I shouldn’t
have done that, please let me go. I’m willing to pay for all the losses!”
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